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REVIEW OF PERTINENT THERMAL-HYDRAULIC DATA FOR
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ABSTRACT

A l i terature review and summary of significant data is

presented relat ive to LMFBR core natural convection cooling

analysis. F i r s t , a brief review of computer codes and

respective input data needs is made, significant data areas

are then addressed and data for verifying the code

calculations are described. Recommendations and

conclusions with regard to the data are included.
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INTRODUCTION

The normal mode of LMFBR core decay heat removal upon reactor shutdown is

forced circulation provided by AC powered pony motors (which have emergency

backup power from batteries and/or diesel generators) which drive the pumps.

However* a key feature 1n the development of LMFBR plants is their continuous

capability to remove decay heat after scram by natural circulation following

loss of total power and pump coastdown. Although i t is extremely remote that

cooling by natural convection wi l l ever be used, being able to verify and to

take design credit for this phenomena wi l l enhance r e l i a b i l i t y . . A key feature

of. any natural circulation study is the application of data which characterize

natural convection in a LMFBR core under low turbulent, transition and laminar

flow condition.

To analyze LMFBR decay heat removal capability, a system of three

computer codes is being developed and verified by ARD and PNL:

a. DEMjJ(l) - for plant-wide analyses;

b. C|9BRA-WC(2J - for core system analysis; and

c. F0RE-ZMOJ) - for localized core hot rod analysis.

The bases for the selection of th is system of codes has been described in

Reference 4. Typical data required for input, to each of the codes and

interfacing between them is depicted by Figure 1 . Using currently available

data for LMFBR natural convection analyses, sensitivity studies have been

performed to determine which data have a significant effect on the natural

circulation performance predictions.

As wi l l be indicated later , use of the sensitivity analysis results has

helped to determine the most important data areas for natural convection

analyses.

During natural convection cooling, the maximum temperature throughout the

heat transport systems occurs in the reactor core. The maximum coolant
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channel/pin temperature In the core with uncertainty factors applied Is termed

the "hot channel/pin". I t Is this hot channel/pin temperature that Is used as

the basis of assessing the design adequacy of natural /••circulationif or decay

heat removal in LMFBRs. This paper wi l l focus on the core related data and

requirements. The plant-wide calculations In DEM0 and respective data

requirements ( e . g . , pump run-down times due to fractional and inert ia! effects

and pressure drop characteristics, e t c ) are not addressed.

Limiting the review to core related information for C0BRA-WC and F0RE-2M

analyses, a reviaw of the Figure 1 input requirements Indicated the basic core

assembly thermal-hydraulic data to be most significant. Other data were found

to be well established, to have an insignificant effect or to be readily

bracketed by conservative values. I t is necessary to have a firm basis for

the thermal-hydraulic data because "conservative" versus "non-conservative"

analyses are d i f f i c u l t to just i fy when sophisticated coupled whole-core system

type codes are used. The dynamic interaction between the various types of

reactor regions ( e . g . . f u e l , control, blanket, non-fuel and bypass) on an

inter- and intra-assembly flow and heat redistribution basis is quite complex

and t ightly coupled; compensating effects of thermal-hydraulic data could mask

the effect of individual parameters.

In addition to the basic core thermal-hydraulic data discussion, the

paper also addresses the important area of core power predictions. F inal ly ,

the data which are or wi l l be available for verifying single assembly and core

system analyses are reviewed.

CORE ASSEMBLY THERMAL-HYDRAULIC DATA

For both FFTF and CRBR sufficient thermal-hydraulic data (e .g . , rod

bundle f r ic t ion pressure drop, component form loss coefficients, etc. ) either

currently exist or programs are in-place for obtaining i t so that natural

convection analyses of the core components can be performed. However, the

data has been generally limited to the fixed geometries of the particular

reactor iesign. The following discussion attempts to generalize, to the

extent possible, data trends found to-date. A more in-depth review of the

information wi l l be published as Reference 16.



Rod Bundle Pressure Drop for Turbulent, Transition and Laminar Flow

In natural convection analysis for the core assemblies, an accurate

knowledge of the individual assembly pressure is extremely important in the

laminar and transit ion flow regimes because the f r i c t iona l pressure drop i s ,

at low flows, comparable to the thermal head.

Only recently have wire-wrapped rod bundle pressure drop data become

available in the transit ion and laminar Reynold number flow regimes. Table 1

l i s t s the data sources for bundle average f r i c t i on factors in the laminar flow

region. Yhe laminar f r i c t i on factors range from 64/Re to 160/Re depending

upon geometry. For a l l data, the transit ion from turbulent to laminar flow is

smooth and continuous unlike the behavior in circular ducts. Typical bundle

average f r i c t ion factor data in the laminar and/or t ransi t ion regions is shown

by Figure 2.

The recent University of California laminar flow pressure drop data(11)

show that for a given wire-wrap lead the f r i c t i on factor decreases as P/D

decreases. This trend was also observed by Rehme(lJ) and relates to the

effective shear surface which decreases as P/D decreases. The data also tend

to show that H/D might be a valid comparison parameter only where the rod

diameter, D, is comparable. The University of California data show XRe=64,

the same as for circular tubes.

The pressure drop data reported in Table 1 are assumed to be for f u l l y

developed flow based on a constant axial stat ic pressure gradient. In

general, wire-wrapped rod bundle data show that axial pressure gradient

becomes constant between one or two wire-leads.(12, 13, 14, 15) For example,

FFTF pressure drop data taken from four axial steps of approximately 12" each

show that the f r i c t i on factor over the f i r s t 12" step is about 18* greater

than the bundle average. After one to two wire-wrap pitches, the f r i c t i on

factors become constant indicating a constant axial pressure gradient.



SOURCE

ARD<»

PNC(B>

FFTFW

MIT<W

KARLSRUHE19'17^

MIT<">

uc<">

RtxiO'3

0.4-20

OJ-50

0.34-78

92 - tO

1.5 -100

1-40

0.14-20.5

D(em)

1.32

0.830

0.548

121

1.2

0.635

2.11

P/D

1.082

1.19

1.15

141?

1.13
1.42

1.26

1.05

H/D

7.7

42.7

512

7.9/4.0

S.3-50

48/24

14/4

«R

81

91

217

61

7-16

61

61

d

10

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

FLUIDS

fib>,H20;AIR

WATER

WATER

WATER

WATER

WATER

WATER

NOTE: (1) EDGE SPACING RATIO

Table 1 Transition and Laminar Flow Friction Factor Data Sources for Wire-Wrapped Rod Bundles
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Other trends of the available data (Table 1) indicate the following:

a. The effect of wire-wrap pitch lead on friction factors is greater for a
high P/D ratio than for a low P/D ratio.

b. As the Reynolds number decreases and the transition flow regime is
entered, friction factor dependency of the wire-wrap pitch level
decreases considerably as P/D decreases. In fact as the laminar flow
region is approached the effect of wire-wrap lead is scaled to be a
minimum at P/D ^1.08 (at least from small bundle sizes).

c. The dependence of the friction factor on P/D ratio increases considerably
as the wire-wrap pitch lead decreases.

d. At a given Reynolds number the friction factor increases as the number of
rods increases. This effect appears to be relatively independent of the
wire-wrap pitch lead. This influence appears to diminish as the number
of rods increases. It is suggested that for bundle sizes larger than 37
or 61 rods the bundle size effect on the friction factor might be small
enough to neglect.

e. Transition from turbulent to laminar flow is smooth and continuous.

f. Interior subchannel and bundle average friction factors are comparable.

g. Isothermal and non-isothermal friction factors are the same within
experimental accuracy; however, pure natural convection friction factor
data are limited.

Core Assembly Component Form Loss Coefficients at Low Flow

At 2% design flow rate for FFTF or CRBR, the rod bundles operate in the
transition and/or laninar flow region while flow in other regions of the
assembly remains turbulent. Data obtained to date- for CRBRP and FFTF
components such as orifice plates, shields and nozzles show that the hydraulic
resistance is only a weak function of Reynolds number down to ^10,000.(18)



This behavior is to be expected where the hydraulic resistance is
predominately form losses. At 1% design flow, Reynolds numbers for several of
the non-fueled assembly components are approximately one to two thousand.
Experimental data wi l l show at what Reynolds number range transition occurs in
multi-hole orifice plate assemblies. For single hole orif ice plates
transition flow occurs in the 5,000 to 10,000 Reynolds number range.(19)
However, in the transition range, for a single hole orif ice the transition
flow is a strong function of the hole-to-plate diameter and plate thickness.

Smoothed data for single multi-hole orif ice plates indicate that the
transition Reynolds number is a function of plata thickness/hole diameter and
pitch-to-hole diameter ratio. The orifice coefficient is a function of
several ratios:

n T ^fC = C (Re ' >

Orifice coefficients for single and, multi-hole, sharp edge plates ranged
from approximately 0.65 to 0.90 and the transition Reynolds number occurs
between 3000 and 4000. Effect of plate spacing and whether the holes are in
line would be expected to influence the overall stacked plate orifice
coefficients. Recently, orifice pressure drop data which covered a Reynolds
number range equal to approximately 103 to 106 were obtained for different
combinations of stacked multi-hole plates.(18, 49) The data were obtained in
support of the CRBR fuel and blanket assembly design. Over the range of
parameters tested, the K factor is only a weak function of Reynolds number.

Transient Friction Factors and Loss Coefficients

From the time pump coastdown and scram are initiated as a result of power
loss, until the time natural convection and circulation are established at
their equilibrium level, transient thermal-hydraulic conditions exists in the
primary loop. It has not been verified whether steady state values for
friction factors and pressure drop form factors can be used during the



transient. Not only is a wide range of Reynolds numbers involved, extending
from highly turbulent to laminar, but also the pressure drop ratio between the
fuel rod bundle and orifice stack within assemblies change.

Few transient friction factor and/or form loss data have been published.
Data from Reference 20 indicate that during deceleration flow, transient
friction factors are lower than steady state values. Comparison of the
decleration rates that exist during pump coastdown in a typical I.MFBR with ttv
turbulent flow data presented in the reference indicate that the use of steady
state friction factor data is valid and not overly conservative. Also, the
data shown by Figure 3 from Reference 20 indicate that, during decelerated
flow, turbulent flow form loss factors are larger than steady state values;
however, because of the low deceleration rates involved, use of steady state
values again are justified. Transiant laminar friction factor and form loss
data are extremely limited; steady state values are being used in the analysis
where this information is required. Fortunately, acceleration/deceleration
magnitudes are very small when under the natural circulation conditions being
considered.

Subchannel Axial Velocity and Flow Split

A parameter of considerable importance in thermal-hydraulic analysis of
rod bundles is the ratio of the inlet velocity in side, corner and interior
subchannel to the bundle average velocity. These ratios are represented as(21)

h u2 u3xl = U — ; X2 = U— ; X3 = 0—'uavg avg uavg

wnere subscripts 1, 2, and 3 are interior, side and corner channels
respectively.

Table 2 shows the experimental sources for much of the existing flow
split data. It can be seen that there are few data covering the transition
and laminar flow regions. Most of the data are for a fuel assembly geometry.
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SOURCE

ANL (22)
AI(23)
MIT (24)
MIT (24)
ANL (25)
ANL (28)
AI{27)
WARD (28,29)
WARD (29)
MIT (21)
MTT<21)

REYNOLDS NUMBER
RANGE,

(Re x 10"3)

12-50
10-80

4.5
0.64

5-20
9 -25
10-90

73
72

11-16
6-21

"R

7
19
61
61
31
SI

217
SECTOR
SECTOR

61
61

D

1.24
124

-1.20
H.28

12
1.2
1.24
1.24
1.08

-1.07
-1.07

5"

24.48.72
52

24/48
24/48

48
48
52
52
8
8
4

(1)
d

1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

D
INCHES

0.5
023
025
0.25

0.23
0.23
0.501
0.501
0.501

LOG
1.00

1.02/1.04
1.24/1.19

1.03
0.99
1.0
1.0

-1.2-1.4
-1.2-1.4

NOTE: (1) EDGE SPACING

Table 2 Ratio of Side Subchannel Axial Average Velocity to Bundle Average Velocity



The one set of blanket type assembly transition Reynolds number flow
split data available indicate a strong dependence on Reynolds number in the
transition flow regime and an unexpected reversal ',r. magnitude as the laminar
region is approached.(£1) More data are expected to resolve this behavior for
side and interior flow split at low Reynolds numbers. Data obtained at Re=640
for a fuel type assembly also indicates that the ratio of the side channel
axial velocity to the assembly axial velocity increases in the laminar flow
region. For the same assembly there was also an increase in going from a 12"
to a 6" wire-wrap pitch.

Because the ratio of the number jf side channels to the total number of
channels changes as the bundle size (i.e. number of rods) change, it might be
gxpected that the flow split for the side channels would be a function of
bundle size; this supposition is not supported by the data which indicate that
for a P/0 ratio equal to ^1.24 the ratio is unity with ^ 5% error band for
7, 19, 61 and 217 rod bundles. In addition, for a given size bundle, the wire
rfrap lead does not affect the side channel flow split. Thus the data indicate
that the most important influence on side channel flow split is rod
pitch-to-diameter ratio and possibly the Reynolds number range being
considered.

Axial velocity in an 11:1 scale model of an assembly having P/D = 1.23
and a wire-wrap pitch lead equal to 12" was measured in Reference 29. As has
been well established experimentally, the local magnitude of a subchannel
axial velocity is not constant but cycles over a wire-wrap pitch.

Detailed subchannel velocity distribution data have been reported from
four test programs shown in Table 3. The lowest Reynolds number for which
interior subchannel velocity distribution data have been obtained is 6800.
Data at lower Reynolds numbers will show if any stagnation regions exist in
the vicinity of the wire-wrap. Observations from the data are:

a. Subchannel axial velocity, static pressure and peripheral swirl flow are
influenced by wire-wrap orientation.



SOURCE

REFERENCE (28,29)

REFERENCE (30)

REFERENCE (31)

REFERENCE (32)

GEOMETRY

SECTOR

SECTOR

FULL

FULL

SCALE

11:1

5:1

~5:1

1:1

P/D

1.23

1.07

1.19

US

H/D

52

8.0

34.8

48

DON)

3.23

0.506

024

0.25

"R

217

217

37

61

RtxfO3

73

4.3/22

6.8/11/15

4.5

FLUID

AIR

AIR

AIR

WATER

Table 3 Wire-Wrapped Rod Bundle Detailed Subdiannel Velocity Distribution Tests



b. There is a significant circular flow and wake downstream of the spacer
wire.

c. Large pressure differences in a subchannel are introduced when the
wire-wrap is in the subchannel.

d. A strong peripheral pressure differential exist around the hexagonal duct.

e. Maximum axial velocity in an interior subchannel is about 30% higher than
the average subassembly velocity.

f. Minimum axial velocity occurs in the wire-wrap wake.

g. Local backvlow exists in the minimum rod-to-rod gap.

h. Gross interior subchannel flow behavior appears to be divorced from flow
characteristics in the wall subchannels.

i . A greater axial distance is required for flow to fully develop in the
side channels. (Greatest distance for corner subchannel).

Experimental observations such as these are helpful in substantiating
predictions of detailed rod bundle computer codes. The implications of
localized phenomena on the overall rod bundle performance needs to be
evaluated in code verification efforts.

Rod Bundle Mixing Parameters

Mixing data shown by Figure 4 were obtained for a 61-rod wire-wrapped
bundle having P/D - 1.067, H/D equal to 4 and 8, and a rod diameter was
^0.5".(33). Use of a inverse Peclet number (e/Detf), a dimensionless eddy
diffusivity, is common for expressing turbulent mixing in ducts. In the
transition region the inverse Peclet number decreased as Reynolds number
decreased; however, the decrease appeared to begin at a higher Reynolds number
for shorter wire-wrap lead. In the Reynolds number region where the Peclet
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number was constant the inverse Peclet number value for H/D = 4 was
approximately twice that for H/D = 8. At a Reynolds number equal to 1000,
e/De Uwas approximately 0.25 for H/D = 4.0 and 0.15 for H/D = 8.0.

At low flows, the rod bundle subchannel temperature distribution is more
influenced by sodium radial molecular heat conduction than mixing effects.
This is due to the long flow transport time which exists under these
conditions.

TRANSIENT CORE POWER

For a loss-of-power transient which induces coolant natural circulations
the plant protection system will initiate scram of the control systems from
loss-of-power and/or power-to-flow trip functions. However, even after the
control rods are inserted into the core, power continues to be generated due
to delayed-neutron fissioning, and fission product and transuranium isotope
decay heat.

Delayed Neutron Power

Figure 5 illustrates the influence of delayed neutron fissiom* g on
natural circulation temperatures. Change in maximum fuel assembly hot channel
temperature is plotted as a function of the control system shutdown worth.
Lower negative shutdown worths (i.e., below 9$) result in larger delayed
neutron powers and thus higher core temperatures results. Verification of the
neutronic power calculation has been addressed in Reference 34 for the F0RE-2M
code. One of the key pieces of experimental data that can be used for
verification is that of the SEFOR super-prompt critical tests. In these tests
the core power was rapidly (.rO.l sec) increased by a factor of 10^ by
expulsion of a control rod from the core. The initial rector power rapidly
increases and then quickly decreases once negative feedbacks start occurring.
This power characteristic a controlled by the delayed neutron response to the
net core reactivity. Figure 6 shows a typical power variation for one of the
SEFOR tests. Data from these experiments can be used for code neutronic
verification. Detailed design information and uncertainty assessments on the
data are provided in References 35, 36 and 37.
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Figure 6 SEFOR Super-Prompf Transient from 8 MW



Fission Product and Transuranium Isotope Decay Heat

The heat generated due to this source is a function of the initial steady

state irradiation period which determines the amount of fission products and

transuranium isotopes (Np-239 and U-239) that are in the fuel. The major

source of transuranium isotopes is neutron capture in the U-238, i.e.,

">Y r r
U-238 • U-239 + Np-239 + Pu-239

23.5 m 2.35 d

Because a proportionately larger mass of a blanket rod is U-238,, a larger
fraction of i t s in i t ia l power and shutdown power is due to transuranium
decay. The transuranium decay is slower than fission product decay and thus
the shutdown power generation P/PQ remains larger for the blanket rod than
that of a fuel rod.

In summary, the decay heat predictions are based on fission product
isotope decay energy release and transuranium isotope decay energy release
from calculated fission and capture rates in the fuel and blanket assemblies.
Experimental verification of decay heat predictions for CRBR have been
summarized in Reference 38 as follows:

a. ZPPR-4 cri t ical experiments will provide verification of fission rates
and capture rates for principal isotopes.

b. ENDF/B-IV (or V) nuclear data (fission product isotope decay constants,
energy yields and branching ratios) for 824 fission product isotopes plus
fast fission yields for 6 fissionable isotopes are being developed.
Verification of this ENDF/B-IV data library will be by comparison with
decay heat experiments where individual fissionable isotopes are
irradiated and decay energy release measured by spectrometer or
calorimeter methods.



EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR CODE VERIFICATION

Analytical tools for predicting core thermal-hydraulic performance of

shutdown heat removal urH? natural c i rculat ion are available, e .g . , C0BRA-WC

and FJBRE-2M codes, component experimental data is a basic ingredient to these

codes. T'r.s philosophy i s that i f a system is well understood and veri f ied in

terms of i t s component parts, then performance calculations of the integrated

system have the required c red ib i l i t y . Therefore, the primary thrust of the

component testing is directed to : 1) validate component models by showing

that the essential thermal and hydraulic phenomena are considered and 2)

provide empirical data such as flow pressure drop correlations on a

cafiponent-by-component basis.

To show that the codes properly integrate the ver i f ied input data of the

type described ear l ier , prediction comparisons to low flow and power/high

temperature single assembly data are valuable. Sources and a brief summary of

this type information are provided >>y Table 4. As can be seen both fuel and

blanket assembly data are available over a wide range of power/flow conditions

and assembly power skews under steady-state conditions. For a rather slow

acting transient such as natural c i rcu lat ion, th is should be demonstrated to

be acceptable through the dynamic core testing which is described next.

Having used basic thermal-hydraulic data i r the codes and checked

predictions against the prototypic steady state single assembly data, the next

step of the veri f icat ion is to confirm the code predictions against the

quasi-steady state and dynamic data from natural circulat ion experiments in

EBR-II and FFTF. In EBR-II, flows and temperatures are available from the

instrumented XX08 assembly which occupied a core position during the test ing.

Similar FFTF data w i l l be available from Open Test Assemblies (OTA's). Both

XX08 and the FFTF OTA's have flowmeters and numerous thermocouples at various

axial and radial locations throughout the rod bundles.

The EBR-II natural circulat ion tests include:(38, 39)

a. Loss of forced circulat ion flow transients in i t iated from *5% f u l l flow
and various decay heat loads and IHX cooling rates.
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b. Loss of forced circulat ion flow with scram transients in i t ia ted from

various f ission power and flow levels and with several f ission product

inventory levels. One of the more dynamic experiments was Test 7A which

was ini t iated from about 32% f u l l flow and approximately 29% of f u l l

power.(47)

The FFTF tests, as part of their Acceptance Test Program,(38) include:

a. Low power steady-state testing with f ission heating;

b. Loss of power and transit ion into the natural c i rculat ion mode from 35%,

75% and 100% power and flow (with small decay heat loads).

Both the in-place EBR-II data and the future FFTF data provide extremely

meaningful core system and individual assembly data for verifying the core

analyses codes. Figure 7 shows typical data obtained in EBR-II which

emphasizes the effects of inter-assembly heat transfer.(48) A signif icant

heat loss from the hotter test assembly to surrounding cooler assemblies is

depicted by the decrease in coolant temperature from the top of the core

position to the assembly outlet position. Experimental thermal-hydraulic data

obtained from a cluster of assemblies at low flow conditions greatly enhances

our ab i l i t y to predict interassembly heat transfer flow redistr ibut ion.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Various input data are required f o r performing LMFBR natural c i r c u l a t i o n

analyses. With regard t o the core performance, basic Miermal-hydraulic data

obtained at turbu lent , t r a n s i t i o n and laminar f low condit ions are the most

s i gn i f i can t requirement f o r performing pred ic t ions . Once the ind iv idual core

assembly thermal-hycraul ic character is t ics are well understood and v e r i f i e d i n

terms of their component pa r t s , then performance calcu lat ions of the

integrated core system should have the required c r e d i b i l i t y . Aside from the

basic data input f o r such analyses, s ing le assembly plus core-wide data are

and w i l l be available t o provide v e r i f i c a t i o n of the analyses.
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Using available data for transient rod bundle thermal-hydraulic natural
circulation predictions, sensi t iv i ty studies are being performed for areas
where only limited data is currently available (e .g . , C0BRA-WC code
analysis). From these sensi t iv i ty studies uncertainty factors to be applied
on the localized hot rod predictions (e.g.* F0RE-2M analyses) can be
determined for interim use unt i l improved data becomes available.

Inter-assembly heat transfer and flow redistr ibution data under natural

circulation conditons have been obtained in EBR-II. Additional data w i l l be

obtained in FFTF through the instrumented OTA tests. For future I.MFBR core

designs where extreme conditions of hot-to-cold assembly temperature

differences may exist, out-of-pi le data (with parallel flow assemblies) on

inter-assembly flow and heat redistribution could further reduce uncertainty

factors.
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NOTATIONS

A f Orifice plate flow area
Â  Orifice plate total area

a Acceleration

Cg Measure of deviations caused by unsteadiness

C Orifice plate coefficient

d Distance between rods or orif ice plate hole diameter

D Rod diameter or orifice plate diameter
0 Equivalent diameter

e Eddy d i f f u s i v i t y

H Wire wrap lead

Ku Unsteady state resistance coef f ic ient

K Steady-state resistance coef f ic ient

L Channel length

NR Number o f rods

P Power

P In i t ia l power

P Rod-to-rod spacing

Re Reynolds number

s Distance between rod and enclosure wal l

T Or i f i ce p late thickness

U Average bundle ve loc i ty

TJS Velocity in side subchannel, axially averaged

U Q Instantaneous mean velocity in channel

( 3 >

Flow spl i t
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